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a b s t r a c t
Chinese chess is an ancient game in which the chess situation is the information ensemble of chess
pieces’ spatial locations and interrelations. The situation evaluation plays an extremely important role
in the policy decisions of Chinese chess game. However, the situation evaluation is too complex for
human to cover every detail with naked eyes. The deep stochastic weight assignment network (DSWAN)
proposed in this paper to classify the situations in advantages and disadvantages can solve the above
problem. DSWAN is a type of multi-layer perception (MLP) which is divided into two main components:
unsupervised feature extractor formed by multi-layer auto encoder and supervised classifier trained by
stochastic weight assignment network (SWAN). We summarize a series of chess situation features by
gathering specialized knowledges of Chinese chess, and these features are proved valid to estimate the
situation. Another highlight of this paper is that the auto encoder is constrained by L 1/2 regularization. By
doing so, it can bring more sparsity to data set, make situation features more representative and ease the
overfitting trouble of SWAN.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Chinese chess is an old game which can be traced back to the
Warring States Period. Red side chess player and black side chess
player control their own chess pieces, follow common game rules,
take flexible strategies, and finally checkmate the opponent’s king
by capturing chess piece step by step. In the field of artificial
intelligence (AI), machine game is a typical research direction.
In the imagination of AI researchers, machine should accumulate
its own chess experience gradually, master similar strategies, and
have capabilities to defeat human players. AI researches in other
board games have obtained some gorgeous achievements. Deep
Blue, a super computer chess player, which is designed by Hsu [7]
defeated temporal world chess champion Kasparov by 3.5 to 2.5

in 1997. A computer program named AlphaGo developed by Silver
and Huang [26] beats Go master Lee who is the 9-dan go professional player of South Korea by 4 to 1 in March 2016. The research
of Chinese chess machine game began early in the 1980s [31].
But AI research referred to Chinese chess has not obtained such
breakthrough like chess [27] and go. It remains on some traditional
methods, e.g., alpha–beta pruning [6,21,32,35] to optimize the
search algorithm, Chinese chess opening base [30] to store the
beginning strategies of the game and transposition table [11,17] to
record the node which has been searched to reduce the searching
time. So, we import some advanced machine learning methods to
Chinese chess game.
In the play of Chinese chess, the evaluation of chess situation
is very critical. The chess situation is the information ensemble of
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is very critical. The chess situation is the information ensemble of
chess pieces’ spatial locations and interrelation on chess board in
a step of the Chinese chess game. At the beginning of a game, all
the chess pieces are placed on the Chinese chess board by rule,
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and the initial chess situation arises. In the process of the game,
some of the pieces are moved in some position that is decided by
the players. With the piece’s translocation, a new chess situation
generates. Both machine and human players decide to adopt to
offensive strategies or defensive strategies by analyzing the chess
situation comprehensively. Because of the complexity and fuzziness of the chess situation, a machine can handle this task better
than an emotional human player with the help of machine learning
methods. Research results already existed are always focused on
founding a function [24] to evaluate chess situation. The independent variables of the function are the situation’s properties such as
relative location of chess pieces, different values of pieces, chess
pieces’ mobility, and their offensive and defensive relationships.
Although these properties are representative, the dependent variable of situation evaluation function is a single value that cannot
reflect the details of chess situation. This paper develops a group
of Chinese chess situation features which are multi-dimensional
to cover every corner of a chess situation. Then the deep stochastic
weight assignment network (DSWAN) is proposed to judge the
situation.
DSWAN is a multi-layer perception (MLP) whose former two
hidden layers as a whole are an auto encoder and the last one hidden layer is a neural network classifier trained by stochastic weight
assignment network (SWAN). SWAN is a new rising algorithm
[13–16] to train the single-hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs). The core concept of SWAN is that the weights and
biases between the input layer and the hidden one are randomly
generated and the weights of output layer are analytically computed through solving a generalized inverse of matrix. Unlike some
traditional learning algorithms, e.g., back-propagation (BP) [25]
that the weights and biases should be tuned by gradient descent
and errors back propagation in iterations, the iteratively tuning is
not required in SWAN, so the learning speed is accelerated. And
the smallest norm of weights [16] is included in the cost function
that the generalization ability is improved. SWAN’s fast learning
speed and high testing accuracy have attracted many developers [2,3,12,20,36] to adopting it in machine learning projects. Auto
encoder [5,10] in the former two hidden layers is an unsupervised
feature extractor, in which the SWAN core concept is also adopted.
Added L1/2 regularization [33,34] in the auto encoder makes the
Chinese chess situation data set sparser than the original data
set. From the experiments, DSWAN’s classification performance
is illustrated on the Chinese chess situation data set which is
founded from Chinese chess middlegame situations in 50 000 chess
manuals.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets forth the
Chinese chess situation feature extracting method and data set.
In Section 3, basic SWAN algorithm and auto encoder structure
are introduced. We present the proposed DSWAN framework and
L1/2 regularization sparsity-constrained auto encoder in Section 4.
Experiment results are given in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2. Chinese chess situation feature extracting method
Feature extraction is the vital component of machine learning
projects [1,4,8,9,23,28]. Highly representative features can accelerate the learning process. We propose a method to extract the
features of Chinese chess situation. Chinese chess game [32] tools
contain a rectanglular chess board which is printed with 10 horizontal lines and 9 vertical lines, thus there are 90 cross points
on the board. On some of these cross points, there are 16 red
pieces and 16 black pieces which can be categorized to seven

object to extract features. And all the pieces’ features constitute the
situation’s features. The features of one Chinese chess piece are as
follows.
(1) Existence, in a chess situation, not all the pieces exist on the
board. If piece A has been captured, A’s existence is assigned
to 0, otherwise it is assigned to 1.
(2) Location, the chess board approximates a 10 by 9 matrix. Every piece on board has an independent location information.
It is represented by an integer coordinate ( X , Y ), where X
and Y are the row index and column index of Chinese chess
board, respectively.
(3) Location-based value, Chinese chess piece’s value varies
with the change of piece’s location. For example, there is
Chu River Han Border (CRHB) which divides the board from
the middle and 3 by 3 areas called Palace in both sides on
the chess board. Soldier A which has crossed CRHB has the
higher value than soldier B which has not crossed CRHB.
Soldier A would get a higher value if it enters the opposite
Palace.
(4) Move number, in the current situation, every piece would
have countable legal move methods.
(5) Mobility, the more move methods, the more mobility. Different pieces have different mobility weights. The mobility
of one piece is the product of mobility-move weight and the
number of legal moves.
(6) Threats, in the current situation, one piece would be captured by an opposite piece in the next step. Every piece is
assigned a unique number to be identified. And the threat
of one piece equals to the product of the offensive piece’s
unique number and location-based value.
(7) Protection, in the current situation, one piece’s location is in
its own side piece’s legal move paths. Then the protection
of one piece equals to the product of its protective piece’s
unique number and location-based value.
(8) Assault, in the current situation, one piece can capture an
opposite piece. Then the assault of one piece equals to the
product of embattled piece’s unique number and locationbased value.
Eight features can be extracted from every piece. In Chinese
chess, the total piece number is 32. So, the total feature number of
Chinese chess situation is 256.
For training the performance of chess situation classifier, the
game result of each Chinese chess manual is set as the class attribute of each chess situation, i.e., when red player wins the game,
the class attribute is 1, otherwise it turns to be 2.
A Chinese chess manual records a complete game process which
is from the opening to the end. Each line of the manual notes down
one move of one piece. So, a manual consists of a string of chess
situations. The middlegame of manual is the most complicated
period of the game process so that it is very difficult for human
to judge which player is in a dominant position. Therefore, making
the middlegame situation as the research object is the most challenging and instructive issue. The Chinese chess situation feature
data set of middlegame is designed.
Table 1 denotes the data set which is extracted from the middlegame situations of Chinese chess manual. In this data set, from
F 1 to F8 are eight features of Chinese chess piece A, e.g., F1 represents whether piece A exists on the chess board; F2 represents
piece A’s location which is transformed from the integer coordinate
( X , Y ); F 3 represents piece A’s location-based value.
3. Reviews of SWAN and auto encoder
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pieces and 16 black pieces which can be categorized to seven
arms: king, advisor, elephant, horse, chariot, cannon, and soldier.
A chess solution is composed of the chess board with pieces which
is similar to a 10 by 9 matrix. The chess piece is regarded as the
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In this section, the basic SWAN conception and algorithm are
briefly reviewed. Multi-layer auto encoder is also described in
details.
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Table 1
Chinese chess situation feature data set.
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3.1. Swan

where E = [e1 · · · eN ]TN ×m is the training error, so a cost function is
defined as follows:

Stochastic weight assignment network (SWAN) is a fast learning
algorithm [15,16] which has excellent regression and classification
capability to train the single-hidden layer neural networks (SLFNs).
For N samples (xi , t i), where xi = [x i1, xi2 , . . . , xin ]T ∈ Rn is the
data of conditional attributes and ti = [ti1 , ti2 , . . . , t im]T ∈ Rm is
˜ hidden neurons
the data of class attributes, standard SLFNs with N
and activation function g (x) are modeled as


2
N
Ñ





βig wi , bi , xj − tj 
J=

Ñ


i=1



βi g wi · xj + bi = oj , j = 1, . . . , N

(1)

where wi = [wi1 , wi2, . . . , win ]T is the weight vector connecting the ith hidden neuron and the input neurons, βi =
[βi1 , β i2 , . . . , βim]T is the weight vector connecting the ith hidden
neuron and the output neurons, and bi is the threshold of the ith
hidden neuron. wi · xj denotes the inner product of wi and x j .
This model
these N samples with zero error

Ncan approximate
means that j=1 oj − tj  = 0, i.e.,
Ñ

i=1



βi g wi · xj + bi = tj , j = 1, . . . , N .

(2)

The above N equations can be written compactly as follows:

Hβ = T

(3)

where



H w1, . . . , w Ñ , b1 , . . . , bÑ , x 1 , . . . , xN



g (w 1 · x1 + b1 ) · · · g wÑ · x 1 + bÑ


..
..
..
=

.
.
.


g (w1 · xN + b1 ) · · · g wÑ · x N + bÑ N × Ñ
 T
 T
β1
t1
 . 
.
β =  .. 
and T =  .. 
T
Ñ

β

Ñ ×m

tNT

(4)

(7)

i=1

which can be simplified:

J = ( H β − T )T (H β − T )

(8)

Then the problem turns to be cost function minimization. The
solution βˆ of minimum mean square error (MMSE) is requested:



 ˆ

 H β − T  = min ∥H β − T ∥

(9)

β

with minimum norm of the output weight β for the best generalization performance where ∥·∥ denotes 2-norm.
The solution of MMSE of above equation is as follows:

βˆ = H † T

(10)

H†

where
is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse [16] of
matrix H .
The SWAN training algorithm
can be summarized as follows: 

Given a training data set (xi , ti ) |xi ∈ Rn , tj ∈ Rm , i = 1, . . . , N
where n is the dimension of input layer and m denotes the dimension of output layer.
(1) Randomly assign the hidden neuron parameters, e.g., the
input weights wi and biases bi for hidden neurons, i =
1, . . . , Ñ ;
(2) Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H ;
(3) Obtain the output weight vector using (10).
The orthogonal projection method can be efficiently used for
the calculation MP inverse to accelerate the learning speed:

(5)

N ×m

where H expresses the output matrix of the hidden layer in neural
network; the ith column of H is the ith hidden neuron’s output
vector.
The essence of SWAN is that the weight wi and threshold b i are
all randomly generated which is inspired by biological learning.
Some parts of brain should have random neurons with parameters independent of the environment. So, the brain can work
universally for the feature extraction, clustering, regression and
classification within almost zero time.
If the number of hidden neurons is equal to the number of distinct training samples, the matrix H will be square and invertible,
and SLFNs can approximate these training samples with zero error.
The solution of output weights β is equal to H−1 T . But generally,
the number of hidden neurons is much less than the number of
training samples. Thus, H is a non-square matrix and we cannot
expect an exact solution of the system. In this case, Eq. (2) could be
derived:
T = Hβ + E

j=1

(6)


−1
βˆ = H T H H T T

 −1 T
where H † = HT H
H .

(11)

f (x) = h (x) βˆ

(12)

Given the testing data set x, the output function of SWAN is

where h (·) is the output matrix of the hidden layer with the same
input weights and biases as in the training procedure.
3.2. Multi-layer auto encoder
Given a simple SLFN, the learning object of the training data set
is the training data itself, i.e., the output matrix of the SLFN is equal
to the input matrix, then the auto encoder (AE) [5,10] is founded.
The main function of the AE is dimension transformation and
feature extraction. From Section 2, the dimension of the Chinese
chess situation feature data set is 256. Their effects to predict
the advantages and disadvantages of chess situation are different.
Some deep-seated relationships of these features are hiding. AE can
help change the dimension of data set and the more representative
features will be extracted.
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features will be extracted.
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For N samples xi , where xi = [xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin] ∈ Rn is the
input matrix and output matrix meanwhile. The neurons’ number
of input layer and output layer of AE are both set as n. The number
of the hidden neurons is ˜L which is also the objective dimension of
data set to transfer. There are three different types of AE according
to the hidden neurons’ number:

(1) If ˜L < n, the dimension of the coded data set is compressed.
(2) If L˜ > n, the dimension of the coded data set is sparse.
(3) If ˜L = n, the dimension of the coded data set is equal to the
original data set.
The training of AE is an unsupervised learning process, where
the SWAN algorithm [18] can be also adopted. The input weights
and hidden neurons’ biases of the AE are randomly assigned. According to Eq. (10), the output weight β̂1 is computed by
†

β̂1 = H X

(13)

Then the transposition of output weight β̂T1 is the encoding
factor. The coded matrix X1 of the original data set X is



X 1 = g X β̂ T1



(14)

where g (·) denotes the activation function.
After adding a hidden layer in AE, and the first hidden layer’s
output matrix X1 will become the input matrix of the second layer,
and in this way, a multi-layer AE is built.
Applying the same method as (14), the coded matrix X2 of the
matrix X1 is as follows:



X 2 = g X 1 β̂T2



4.2. L1/2 sparsity-constrained AE
From Section 3.2, the universal approximation capability of
SWAN algorithm is applied in the AE. Then the L1/2 regularization [34] is added into the AE optimization to enhance the data
set’s feature sparsity. It has been proved by Xu [33] that the Lq regularization (0 < q < 1) can generate more sparse solutions than L1
regularization and meanwhile, the index 1/2 plays a representative
role: whenever q ∈ [1/2, 1) , the smaller q is, the sparser solutions
of Lq regularization will be obtained. Whenever q ∈ (0, 1/2), the
performance of L q regularization has no obvious difference, but
the solution of L1/2 regularization problem is easier to get than
the L0 regularization problem. There have been some works [19]
applying the L1/2 regularization to deal with sparsity problem. The
L 1/2 regularization problem is as follows:
min ∥H β − X ∥2 + λ ∥β∥1/2
x∈RN



4. Deep stochastic weight assignment network
In this section, deep stochastic weight assignment network
(DSWAN) for the Chinese chess situation predicting is proposed.
A new L1/2 Sparsity-Constrained AE is also presented, which is an
element of DSWAN.
4.1. DSWAN framework
The deep stochastic weight assignment network (DSWAN) is a
five-layer perception shown in Fig. 1 which is constructed from one
input layer, one output layer, three hidden layers and parameters
among them. The whole framework is divided into two differentacting phases [22,29]. In the former, a multi-layer AE is used to
represent the features of the data set. For the latter, the basic SWAN
algorithm is utilized for the final decision making.
Given the N -sample data set (x i, ti ) where xi ∈ Rn and t i ∈ Rm .
In the procedure of representation of data set features, the hidden
neurons of each hidden layer of AE is L, i.e., the objective dimension
of data set features to transform by AE is L. The new feature
mapping of the original data set is N by L matrix X2 which is derived
by (14, 15). The features of matrix X2 is more representative to
approximate the class attributes data ti than the original data set.
The new training data set [ X2 |T] is the substitution of the original
N -sample data set. Then the basic SWAN algorithm is applied as a
classifier in the final layer.
Unlike some traditional deep learning frameworks which the
parameters need to be retrained iteratively using back propagation
(BP) algorithm, the random feature mapping and universal approximation capability of SWAN are fully exploited both in AE and latter
phase classifier of DSWAN.

(16)

where X represents the input data, H denotes the random mapping
output, and β is the hidden layer weight to be obtained. Because of
the random mapping of the hidden layer feature representation, H
is the output of hidden layer that it need not be optimized.
An iterative half thresholding algorithm [33] proposed by Xu
provides a fast and effective solver for L1/2 regularization problem.
It is defined as follows:



βn+1 = G λn µ n, 1 βn + µn H T (X − H βn )

(17)

2

where n denotes the iteration times and Gλµ,1/2 is the half thresholding operator:

(15)

The main learning process of the
AE is the confir multi-layer

mation of output weights 2-tuple β̂ 1 , β̂2 . Once the AE is trained
to extract proper features, the output weights 2-tuple is fixed and
need not be fine-tuned.



Gλµ,1/2 ( x) =




|x| >

fλµ,1/2 (x) ,

0,

f λµ,1/2 (x) =

2
3

x

with
−1

ϕλµ (x ) = cos



1 + cos





2π
3

3

(λµ)2/3

2

− ϕλµ (x)

 − 3 
λµ |x| 2
8

54

4
other wise

1

where

√
3

3

3



.

(18)

(19)

(20)

According to the parameter-setting strategies in [33], Scheme 1
is applied: µn = µ0 ; λn is chosen by cross-validation. Because the
sparsity of the Chinese chess situation feature data set is unknown.
If the Chinese chess situation evaluation
in this paper is a k-sparsity
3
problem, λn can be derived by the method provided in Section IIIA in [33]. But the unknown nature of sparsity causes the crossvalidation of λn, which is barely satisfactory. Here

µ0 =

( 1 − ε)
with any small ε ∈ (0, 1)
∥H ∥ 2
√

(21)

The target output matrix of AE is equal to the input
X
. So ε
 matrix

is equal to 0. Thus, µ0 = 1 2 where ∥H ∥2 = max eig H T H .
∥H ∥
Begin the iteration by taking β0 = 0 and compute the hidden
layer weights β iteratively utilizing (17), we could perfectively extract the representative and compact data set features. Moreover,
compared with the traditional AE with least square method, the
L 1/2 regularization optimization is a better solution for the feature
extraction and dimension transformation.
1
5. Performance evaluation
and analysis

The experiments are conducted to evaluate the Chinese chess
situation predicting performance of DSWAN which is compared to
the basic SWAN algorithm. The experiments platform configurations are all listed as follows: Desktop PC, Intel-i5 3.30G CPU, 4G
DDR3L RAM, MATLAB R2013a.
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Fig. 1. The structure of DSWAN.

5.1. Chinese chess data set establishment
Chinese chess game is a new field in Machine Learning. The data
set of Chinese chess to machine game research job is still a gap.
So, the establishment of Chinese chess data set is essential and
meaningful. All of the Chinese chess manuals are collected from
the Internet and Chinese chess books. Each sample is extracted
from one Chinese chess situation which is the middlegame of a
match using the method proposed in Section 2. In a manual, only
one middlegame situation can be chosen to extract features. The
total sample size of data set is 50 000. The victory and defeat of
Chinese chess game should be balanced, so the samples’ number
whose class attributes are 1 or 2 is identical to avoid the imbalance
problem in machine learning.
5.2. Comparison between DSWAN and SWAN
In this section, we will evaluate the classification performance
of DSWAN and SWAN on the Chinese chess situation data set. The
major difference of DSWAN and basic SWAN is that before the
SWAN-based classification step, DSWAN utilizes a multi-layer AE
to gain the sparse representation of the input data. But, in the
basic SWAN, the input data is used for classification directly. The
hidden neurons in DSWAN and basic SWAN are both activated by
the sigmoid function. All the experiments’ results are obtained via
10-fold cross validation.
From Section 3.1, the only specified parameter in the basic
SWAN algorithm is the number of hidden neurons L which is set
as {100, 200, . . . , 4000 } .
Fig. 2 shows the training and testing accuracy of the basic SWAN
applied in the L hidden neurons’ SLFNs. It can be seen that although
training accuracy is increasing with the additive hidden neurons,
the testing accuracy has nearly arrived the maximum value when
L is bigger than 2000.
To fully realize the L1/2 sparsity-constrained AE’s potential
capability in feature extraction, the parameter λn in Section 4.2
should be determined by cross validation. For theexploration of
the best λ n, λn is set as 10−10 , 10−9 , . . . , 109 , 1010 . For eliminating the impact of classification step in DSWAN, the neuron number
of the last hidden layer is fixed that l3 = 1200. And the number
of neurons of the former two hidden layers is equal that l1 = l 2
belongs to {100, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000}. The accuracy of DSWAN
is shown in Fig. 3. It can be vividly illustrated that no matter
which l1 ( l2 ) is chosen, the DSWAN can reach its peak testing accuracy when λn = 102 . Hereinafter the experiments will all apply
this λn .
For the experiments conducted utilizing DSWAN, the hidden
neurons’ number L is also a vital parameter that needs to be

Fig. 2. Training and testing accuracy for the basic SWAN algorithm.

Fig. 3. Accuracy of DSWAN in terms of λ n .

fixed. Aiming at maximizing the performance of DSWAN, before
the evaluation of L, the relationship of the hidden neurons’ number of different hidden layers should be sought out. From Section 4.1 we can see that the first two hidden layers of DSWAN
are the hidden layers of the multilayer AE. The DSWAN has the
same number of neurons as the multilayer AE. Then the relationship of the last one hidden layer and the former two hidden
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tionship of the last one hidden layer and the former two hidden
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of DSWAN in terms of l 1 , l2 and l3 . (a) Training accuracy of DSWAN. (b) Testing accuracy of DSWAN.

Fig. 5. Performance comparison of DSWAN with sparse AE, DSWAN with non-sparse AE, and basic SWAN. (a) Testing accuracy in terms of L. (b) ROC curve.

layers of DSWAN should be estimated. Suppose that the number of neurons of the former two hidden layers is equal so that
l1 = l 2 is the element of { 100, 200, . . . , 3000 } and the last one
layer l 3 is set as { 500, 1200, 2000} . The training and testing accuracies are generated on the Chinese chess situation data set,
respectively.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the training accuracy and testing accuracy
of DSWAN with different hidden layer arrangements, respectively.
Because the number of hidden neurons of l1 and l2 is equal, their
numbers are both represented by l1 ( l2 ) below. Moreover, l3 represents the number of hidden neurons of the final hidden layer.
As l 1 (l2) increases, the training accuracy DSWAN changes before
the occasion that l1 (l2 ) = l3 . When l1 ( l2 ) > l 3, the training
accuracy is approximately equal to the accuracy when l1 (l 2 ) = l3 .
As for the testing accuracy of DSWAN, the accuracy curves with
l3 = 1200 and l3 = 2000, respectively, nearly coincide. So, the
testing accuracy of DSWAN has reached the convergence to the
best performance before l1 (l2 ) increased to 1200. On the contrary,
testing accuracy curve of DSWAN with l3 = 500 is lower than
the former two curves when l1 ( l 2 ) > l3 . Apparently, the DSWAN
has not achieved the optimal effect even when l1 (l 2) > l3 . The
conclusion is that in DSWAN, when l3 is fixed, the structure that
l1 (l2 ) equals to l3 is the optimum choice for evaluating the best
performance. Then in next experiments, the structures of DSWAN
are all designed to contain the same size hidden layers.
For comparing and contrasting with the basic SWAN, the total
neurons of three hidden layers of DSWAN are set the same number

as the basic SWAN. Fig. 5(a) and (b) depicts the performance of
DSWAN with sparse AE, DSWAN with non-sparse AE, and basic
SWAN. From picture (a), the testing accuracy comparison of these
three models is exhibited. From the testing accuracy comparison of
these three models, we can conclude that DSWAN’s classification
capacity is better than the basic SWAN. The feature extraction
function of multi-layer AE can really promote the classifier’s work.
But the DSWAN does not escape the overfitting problem that
the testing accuracy increases slower with more hidden neurons.
The L1/2 regularization added in the multi-layer AE can release
the overfitting problem to a certain degree. When the number
of hidden neurons is no more than 600, the testing accuracy of
the sparse DSWAN is lower than the non-sparse DSWAN. But as
the hidden neurons number increases, the testing accuracy of the
sparse DSWAN is higher than the non-sparse DSWAN.
Referring to picture (b) in Fig. 5, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of these three models are painted. ROC curve
represents an evaluation criterion of a binary classifier system as
its discrimination threshold is varied. The ideal prediction classifier
would generate a point in the upper left corner of the ROC picture
which denotes that all the samples are classified correctly. The
smaller the distance between the ROC curve and the upper left
corner of the picture is, the better performance the classifier has.
As we can see, the curve of DSWAN is closer to the upper left corner
of ROC picture than the curve of basic SWAN. And the curve of
sparse DSWAN is on the top left of the curve of non-sparse DSWAN.
So, DSWAN can perform better than basic SWAN on Chinese chess
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situation data set. And the sparsity from L1/2 regularization is
positive to the classifier.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a set of Chinese chess situation
features which can represent the advantages or disadvantages of
chess situation to some extent. The Chinese chess situation data
set has been found by utilizing these features. In experiments, it
has been proved that the Chinese chess situation data set is representative and it fills the gap of lacking the Chinese chess relevant
data set. A neoteric MLP which contains L1/2 sparsity-constrained
AE and SWAN classifier is proposed. DSWAN can achieve the feature extraction and classification on the Chinese chess situation
data set. The dimension of Chinese chess situation data set is so
high that overfitting problem arises during the learning process.
L1/2 regularization added in the AE can make mapped features
of Chinese chess situation data set sparser. The dimension can
be effectively reduced before the SWAN classification phase and
overfitting problem is remitted.
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